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The German Catholic philosopher Joseph Pieper wrote that ‘music may be nothing but a secret philosophizing of the soul, an Exercitium Metaphysice Occultum’ (1990, p. 39). He went on to suggest that ‘music prompts the philosopher’s continued interest because it is by nature so close to the fundamentals of human existence’ (p. 39, italics in original). In this volume, Embodying the Music and Death Nexus: Consolations, Salvations and Transformations, we suggest that the inevitability of death, foreseen or otherwise, is another such fundamental. The fact that we (humans) each assume and inhabit a unique corporeal form is a third such fundamental. Thus, the intersections and entanglements between music, death and the body provide fertile ground for original exploration.

This collection has some of its antecedents in a conference held in Vienna in December 2017 that explored the relationship between music and death from a variety of perspectives and vantage points. A number of the papers from that conference were curated and published by Emerald in 2020. The three co-editors of this volume attended and presented at the Vienna conference, and each contributed chapters to the follow-up publication. Marie Josephine Bennett was also one of the two co-editors of the previous volume. The music and death nexus continued to grip the three of us, and we shared an instinctive belief that there were other rich veins to tap into. The metaphorical vein we hit on turned out to be one in which the human body itself was the site through which music and death converged, organised and intensified. Once this became clear to us, we were ready to solicit contributions from scholars working in a variety of disciplines and genres, as well as to begin some fresh work of our own.

Oliver Sacks, the English neurologist of the soul, wrote that:

"Music can pierce the heart directly, it needs no mediation. One does not have to know anything about Dido and Aeneas to be moved by her lament for him; anyone who has ever lost someone knows what Dido is expressing. And there is, finally, a deep and mysterious paradox here, for while such music makes one experience pain and grief more intensely, it brings solace and consolation at the same time."

(2007, p. 301)

---

1 Bennett and Gracon (2020).
While solace, consolation, pain, grief and mystery are all alluded to in the chapters that follow, Sacks’s image is also noteworthy for the way it acknowledges the physical, even physiological power and potency of music. A heart literally pierced would more than likely lead to the death of the heart’s owner, yet here, Sacks is suggesting that the power of music can, paradoxically, be lethally restorative. Via the same, aforementioned essay by Sacks, Maria Popova is also led to an autobiographical text by Wendy Lesser (2007). Lesser describes how listening to a concert in Berlin helped her to come to terms with the loss of a loved one. As an atheist, it was important that she did not know the words (to the Brahms’ composition *A German Requiem*) that were being sung by the chorus, but rather:

I just allowed them to echo through my body: I *felt* them, quite literally, instead of understanding them. And the reverie I fell into as I listened to Brahms’s music was not about God triumphing over death, but about music and death grappling with each other.

(cited in Popova, 2016, np)

Like Sacks’s ‘piercing’, Lesser’s notion of ‘grappling’ points to the physical bridging of death and music, a wrestling that has both corporeal and affective dimensions. The nineteenth-century German philosopher Artur Schopenhauer suggested that music ‘does not speak of things but tells of weal and woe’ (1851/1974, p. 430). A weal is a visible swelling or bruising of the flesh created by the impact of an actual blow or pressure, a physical marking and signifying of pain or sorrow. For Schopenhauer, music had a unique capacity to speak this marking and signification. Embodied encounters with death often have a musical accompaniment. Sometimes, that musical accompaniment can serve as a necessary (and unexpected) container for powerfully-felt reactions that might otherwise prove to be overwhelming, if not unbearable, for the death-affected person, family and/or community. At other times, the musical accompaniment can provide means and modes for the near-death, grief, loss, fear or desire to be processed, understood, accepted, integrated, rejected or harnessed as a catalyst.

The interdisciplinary nature of this volume intentionally avoids location in any singular field of study, offering material for researchers and practitioners in areas including death studies, classical music, popular music sub-genres, psychology, psychoanalysis, auto/ethnography, trauma studies, cultural history, disability studies, film studies, funeral studies, musicology, subculture studies and queer studies. The four sections and their respective headings highlight the breadth of approaches adopted by the authors. Thus, in Section One, ‘Death and the Canon’, the music of Bach, Mozart and Mahler, respectively, provides the primary source and impetus for exploration and analysis. In Section Two, ‘Chthonics’, it is various forms and sub-genres of black metal music that act as lynchpins for very broad and deeply personal encounters. In Section Three, ‘Death and Resurrection’, the personal and aesthetic intersect with queer and disability pre-occupations and perspectives. In the final section, ‘Life Beyond Death’, each of the three chapters focus on particular historical moments of death as axes...
around which complex, prolific and poignant musical responses were engendered. Together, the 12 chapters highlight the different ways in which the embodiment of death through music has been encountered and expounded. They thus have the potential to move readers towards a deeper exploration and fuller understanding of their own and others’ entangled embodiment of music-inflected encounters with death.

The chapters within traverse a variety of ways in which the nexus of music and death is mediated through bodily experiences and responses. These bodily experiences can be physical and/or emotional, with resonances and ramifications also felt spiritually and/or politically. The various authors invite us to consider, if not also to co-inhabit, the faithful body (Levy; Bruin-Mollenhorst); the cinematic body (Bennett); the grieving body (Lassauzet); the composing body (Game; Nachthex; McCullough); the suffering body (DiGioia; Nachthex); the collective body or body politic (Jeziński); thecrip body (Duncan Kerr and Jiggens); the resurrected body (Lassauzet; Bruin-Mollenhorst); the lost body (McCullough); the abject body (Duncan Kerr and Jiggens; Stevens); the vulnerable body (DiGioia) and the apophatic body (Scott). In each of these chapters, different bodies act as sites through which death resonates and reverberates in a wide variety of music genres and modes of expression.

Coupled with this Prologue, we have provided short introductions to each of the four sections, as well as an Epilogue with some final reflections following the last chapter. When first embarking on this project, we were surprised at how little other work we were able to find (in English) that coupled the music and death nexus with an interest in corporeal, embodied or affective dimensions. Even the poets, often the finest musicians of life’s fundamentals, appear to have remained largely silent on the subject. All the more reason, then, that this collection offers itself up for perusal, extended listening and deeper contemplation.

Marie Josephine Bennett, Jasmine Hazel Shadrack and Gary Levy, February 2022.
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